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 Ab

Db             Cm                    Bbm                    Ab
I ve known you since third grade and you won t even look my way
Db             Cm                    Bbm                    Ab
I ve known you since third grade and you won t even look my way
Db                          Cm                Bbm                            Ab
I m breakin pencils just to pass you by on my way to the sharpener hoping to
catch your eye
Db           Cm                 Bbm                     Ab
Everything I do I do to make my self more attractive to you
Db      Cm    Bbm      Ab
She was there out last night
Db      Cm          Bbm       Ab
She got cold and it gave me a fright
Db             Cm                    Bbm                    Ab
I ve known you since third grade and you won t even look my way
Db             Cm                    Bbm                    Ab
I ve known you since third grade and you won t even look my way
Db                          Cm                Bbm                            Ab
I m breakin pencils just to pass you by on my way to the sharpener hoping to
catch your eye
Db           Cm                 Bbm                     Ab
Everything I do I do to make my self more attractive to you
Db                 Cm         Bbm      Ab
But then we had to go to your father s funeral
Db                   Cm            Bbm                     Ab
You were wearing all black and you said would these things match
Db             Cm                    Bbm                    Ab
I ve known you since third grade and you won t even look my way
Db             Cm                    Bbm                    Ab
I ve known you since third grade and you won t even look my way
Db                          Cm                Bbm                            Ab
I m breakin pencils just to pass you by on my way to the sharpener hoping to
catch your eye
Db           Cm                 Bbm                     Ab
Everything I do I do to make my self more attractive to you
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Db             Cm                    Bbm                    Ab
I ve known you since third grade and you won t even look my way
Db             Cm                    Bbm                    Ab
I ve known you since third grade and you won t even look my way
Db                          Cm                Bbm                            Ab
I m breakin pencils just to pass you by on my way to the sharpener hoping to
catch your eye
Db           Cm                 Bbm                     Ab



Everything I do I do to make my self more attractive to you 


